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openings Fall of uniform size. The uncut
To all, whom it may concern:
portions of the web form side bars for uniting
Beit known that we, FREDERICK STOECKEL the
corrugations and to give the requi
and SAMUEL FAHRINGER, citizens of the site several
rigidity to the segment. The web is
United States, residing at Mahanoy City, in
the county of Schuylkill and State of Penn curved like unto the ends, so that the several.
segments will constitute the cov
Sylvania, have invented certain new and use assembled
ful Improvements in Slate-Pickers; and we do ering of the cylinder. By forming the seg
hereby declare the following to be a full, clear, ments as described and in one integral piece,
and exact description of the invention, such as they act as trusses or braces against the load 55
be carried and in forming the V shaped cor
will enable others skilled in the art to which it to
rugations weround off the inner apexes of the
appertains to make and use the same.
This invention relates to an improvement same so that the coal will readily slide there
in slate picker segments and it consists in the OWe.
construction and arrangement of parts here The operation of the device is well under
stood. The flat slate passes into the V-shaped
inafter described and claimed.
The aim and purpose of the invention is groove and falls out through the slot or open
the provision of an improved segment for cy ings therein while the coal passes through the
lindrical pickers, used to separate flat slate cylinder and is discharged therefrom at the
from coal and one which will be cheaply man end. It is to be understood that the size of
ufactured and strong and durable. These segment and slots therein may be varied
objects are attained by the construction illus when required.
trated in the accompanying drawings wherein We are aware that many minor changes in
and arrangement of the parts
like letters of reference indicate correspond the construction
be made and substituted for those herein
ing parts in the several views and in which can
25 Figure 1 is an end view of a cylinder with shown and described without in the least de
the segments applied. Fig. 2 is a side view parting from the nature and principle of the
of the same. Fig. 3 is a longitudinal section invention.
of a segment, and Fig. 4 is a detail view of a Having thus described the invention, what
is claimed as new, and desired to be secured 75
section of segment.
In the drawings. A represents a cylindrical by Letters Patent, is
frame and B the segments. These segments A slate picker segment consisting of a sin
are formed of either wrought iron, steel or gle integral metallic plate having flat curved
other suitable metal each being formed in ends formed with elongated openings, a cor
one integral part and either rolled or pressed rugated web between the ends having V
35 into shape. They consist of the flat ends C. shaped corrugations, formed with their outer
having elongated openings c permitting the apexes cut away from points near the sides
securing bolts D to pass therethrough and and their inner apexes rounded, substantially
allowing the same to draw the segments close as described.
onto the cylinder. Between the ends C which In testimony whereof we affix our signatures 85
40 have the proper curvature, is the corrugated in presence of two witnesses.
web E formed integral with the ends, the
FREDERICK STOECKEL.
corrugations being V shape and extending en
SAML. FAHRINGER.
tirely across the segment transversely. The
outer apex of the V-shaped corrugations are Witnesses:
M. L. SMITH,
45 cut away from points adjacent the ends of
C. T. KLEINDIENST.
the corrugations, thereby forming elongated

